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Railroads Told
To Make Freight
Rates Uniform

Pickens Takes
hietic Cup, Anna
ench Captures
'tory Prize
Mr.
v Lisanby, son of
gm. Alvin Lisanby, took
onors among members of
ass of 1945 for scholastic
.ements and was awarded
ose Goldnarner English
prize of $50 at commenceexercises last Thursday
Margaret Terry Davis
second honors for classpork and second prize of
the English competition.
Bryant made both 'these
tstions.
Pickens, Butler's best allathlete in several years
of last season's football
ketball teams, won the
A welcoming group of girls wave a greeting to a small vanguard of home coming
Taylor athletic cup,
American GI's
as an Army troop ship bearing them reaches New York
harbor. The ship was one of a convoy, the
tation being made by Mr. first to reach America since V-E Day.
(AP Wirephoto).
Lucile Baker prize, $5, for
per on American History
n by Anna French, with
tation by Mrs. Homer
, president of the U. D. C.
ret Terry Davis, 1944-45
queen and cheerleadas winner of the Mary
cheer leader award, a
cup, presented by the
Woman's Club award, $5,
outstanding girl in home
'es work, was awarded
urns Francis, the presenbeing by Mrs. Mary MaTufford, who also gave
ldnamer Store home ecoprizes, first and second,
and $1.50, for best dresswhich went to Frances
and Geraldine Pinnegar,
'vely.
Reelects All
era; One Resigns
teachers now employed on
uing contracts and all
members of the staffs of
, Eastside and Dotson
during the session just
. except one, were reby the City Board of
tion at its meeting last
it was announced TuesThe exception is Miss Mary
resigned.
teaching Istaff for the
1 year to open next Sapwill be comprised of the
ing, Mr. Horn said:
taming contracts: Miss
Baker, Mrs. Frank Craig,
Charles Curry, Miss PaGordon, Miss Audie Green,
Thelma Harvill, Miss VirHodge, Miss EloiSe Jones,
Eliza Nall and Mrs. McKee
: Mrs. J. D. AlexandLucille Armstrong, Mrs.
Barnett, Miss Robert Lee
Hrs. H. W. Blades, Jr., K.,
Bryant, Miss Evelyn Clift,
Paul Cunningham, Russell
r, Miss Rebecah HendMrs Edwin Jacob, Miss
Knott, Mrs. Charles McMrs. Henry Lester, Mrs.
Magurean Tufford, Miss
Mullins, Miss Martha
Mrs. J. L. Walker, H. J.
Leo Walker, football
and N. E. Fralick, en.
teachers: E. R. HempLila Hampton, Bessemer
, China Lou Jones, JuaMeliary, Fannie B. Tyler.

ational Agriculture
ens Meet Here

Experts Approve Site Of New State
Park On Kentucky Lake With
250,000 To Be Needed At Start
Frankfort, May 22 — Stamp
of approval for a State park in
the Gilbertsville Dam area, tentatively known as Kentucky
Lake State Park, has been given
by three of the Nation's outstanding park experts.
At the instance of Tom Wedlace, editor of the Louisville
Times, and H. A. Browning,
commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Conservation,
Herbert Evison, of the National
Park Service; William Hay,
director of Tennessee State
parks, and Charles A. DeTurk,
director of the Indiana Division
of State Parks have just cornpleted an extensive survey of
the potentialities of the site offered by the Tennessee Valley
Authority to Kentucky for park
purposes,
The proposed park is located
in Calloway and Marshall counties, in the vicinity of Eggner's
Ferry Bridge and adjacent to

Backers Move To
Have Horse Show
Will Seek Permission
Of School Board To
Use Stadium
Enthusiasm for another horse
show to be held here this summer was voiced at a meeting held
in the courthouse last Friday
night and those present voted
to promote such an event, provided permission of the City
Board of Eaucation to use Butler Stadium can be obtained, an
officer of the Horse Show Association said Tuesday
Bedford McChesney, president
of the association told 'those present a proposal of link the
Princeton horse show with shows
at Owensboro and Murray, with
Princeton to have the middle
date, had been received and
pointed out advantages of such
an arrangement. He said the
plan assured more and better
horses for the local show.
The association's hoard of directors was instructed to appear before the school board
to petition for permission to use
the high school stadium as soon
as such a meeting could be arranged

tional agriculture teachInd leaders of this
district,
racing approximately 20
schoola, met at Butler High
sal Wednesday
afternoon,
Dr. Ralph Woods, State
r, in charge.
George 0. Eldred
They displans for the
Discharge Soon
pects
coming
s Wert, Jeff Watson, princiStaff Sgt. George 0. 'Eldred,
tie local school
said. • who is county attorney here until January 1 but who has been
In the Army the last 3 years,
Pock Will Have
the last ten months of which
IC Tuesday, May
29
on duty with the War College,
ineeton's Cub Pack No. 329, Washington, I). C., has notified
With Blazter,
expects
cubmaster, his wife and parents he
'exiXed meetings for the to be discharged about June
.et With the
twat— rack 15, and to return here then. lie
taking the form of an expects to be sent to Indianapolis
I Picnic Tuesday,
the
May 29, for final separation from
usikameed this week. Den
I'M Assistant
Scoutniaster
FPool and Dr. Rimier Belgian Native Guest
ist"TePany the Cubs on
Kiwanis
Pink

Speaker For

Mrs. A. M. WoHson, Murray
native
of Belgium and graduate
Wherry Ceiling Is
of the University of Brussels,
To $8.64
was guest speaker at WednesA Crate
nee ttraWberry
ceiling price day's Kiwanis Club meeting. Mt
14 crate,
effective ins- urged more understanding and
Was approved
Will mom nations to
tor
4411 Monday by
the Of- boa to the 'mew orooleatiott
it Frit*
'10011111d SS 40

Adednistrethak

Alters impounded by the Gil.
bertsville Dam. It represents between 1,000 and 1,200 acres.
The three experts in their report label the site as "out-standing, since it embraces some of
best of Kentucky's natural landseape." They further point out
that: "With a lack of fresh water
lakes throughout that portion of
Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri and
Indiana the fact that the Kentucky Lake is available as a recreational center makes the proposed park area that much
more important. From our inspection and discussions carried
on at the park site, it seems
evident to us that the location
is well chosen by the Tennessee
Valley Authority, that it will fulfill requirements of a State park,
both from its scenic value and
from its recreational value, and
that it does serve one of the
sections of Kentucky and surrounding states which do not

have a dequ ate recreational
facilities."
Pertinent among the suggestions made by the visiting experts was that Kentucky adopt a
definite and modern development plan for the park and that
such plan be on a high and adequate plane. "The final success
of the proposed park will certainly depend upon the quality
of planning before construction
starts," the report says.
It is expected a minimum
State appropriation of $250,000
will be necessary to launch the
Kentucky Lake Park. This
amount, or any future sum appropriated, it is said, would be
repaid many times by gasoline
tax and usage fees of countless
tourists and sportsmen who take
advantage of the facility, the
potentialities of which are not
surpassed anywhere in the
Nation.

Books Now Open For
Regular Registration
Registration books at the
office of County Clerk Philip
Stevens in the courthouse
are now open and will remain open until June 5 for
those who wish to qualify to
vote in the Primary Election
Saturday, Aug. 4.
Advised to register are:
These attaining the age of 21
by, November 6; Women
whose names have been
changed by marriage; those
moving from one precinct to
another (must be in the precinct voter expects to vote in
at least 80 days before the
election); those moving into
the county from another
county in the State or from
another state.

— - -- Beef Payments To Be
Given Producers Who
Sell To Slaughters

To Have Candidate
For Legislature In

Every District
By

Associated

P:ess)

Frankfort. — Republicans will
put a candidate for the General
Assembly in every district in the
State this year. W. A. Stanfill,
chairman of the party's Central
Executive Committee, has announced.
The announcement, covering
both Senate and House districts,
was made at the conclusion of a
conference of Republican leaders,
Stanfill said Gov. S. S. Willis
and others had agreed with him
recently that a meeting should
be called 'to form plans. State
senator s, representatives and
several department heads attended the meeting.

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Hunt,
The War Administration has Mayfield, were visitors here this
announced a beef production
payment of 50 cents a hundred
on all sales beginning May 19,
according to information received by Curtis E. George, chairman of the Caldwell County
AAA Committee.
Payment will be on good
choice cattle, owned and fed by
the applicant at least 30 days,
which are sold to a licensed
slaughterer and which weigh
100 pounds or more. "All farmers are advised," Mr. George,
added, "to retain evidence of
sales."

I.C.C. Edict Calls

Women

For End Of "Unreason-

$6,000 Worth At

15 Caldwell

Men Join

iss *Wit *Ilan riabeii. *0

Workers Sell

able" Discrimination
Homes And In Down. Against South
town Booths •
A. P. Day, president of the
Princeton's two banes reportKentucky Whip and Collar Co.,
ed $57,800 in E-Bonds purchased
here for the 7th War Loan Wedand Grayson Harralson, an ofnesday morning and women canficer of the Princeton Hosiery
vassers had disposed of another
Mill, said this week they had
$6,000 worth of this important
the
not had time to study effect
type of security, for a total of
ruling of the Interstate Commerce
$63,800, against the county's ECommission, equalizing freight
Bond quota of $125,000.
setts throughout the Nation, will
Purchase of other types of
have on their manufacturing
War Bonds indicated the counbusinesses hut expressed the
ty's total quota of $325,000 would
opinion the new edict will greatbe reached before the deadly benefit' Kentucky and the
line, June 30, but almost half of
South.
the quota of E-Bonds still reRuling in the long-pending
mains to be sold. Deadline on E.
Southern freight rate case came
F. and G. Bonds is July 7.
last Saturday when the ICC, by
From Frankfort this wegk
President Triltnan places the Congressional Medal of Honor came a letter to The Lead!!
a vote of 9. to 2,• prescribed a
about
the neck of
Jake W. Lindsey, 24, Lucedale, Miss., beuniform scale of class rates, for fore a joint sessionT/Sgt.
of Congress at Washington, D. C. Gen. George editor from State Treasurer-Tom
the entire country east of the C. Marshall, Army chief ef staff, is at right. Col. Harry Vaughn, W. Vinson, advising that his ofthe president's aide, is at lower left. At top are Sen. Kenneth Mc- fice was crediting $200,000 worth
Rocky Mountains.
senate president (left) and Speaker of house Sam RayAsserting the present railroad Kellar
of War Bonds it will purchase
burn. (AP Wirephoto)
freight rate classifications are
to Caldwell county, which vir"unreasonable and unduly pretually assures this community
judicial," the commission gave
of oversubscribing its total quota,
FOR To Be Honored
as has happened in every camthe railroads 90 days in which
By Placing Likeness
paign to date.
to submit for its approval a
The banks reported a total 'of
method of reaching a uniform
On Dime, War Bonds
$28,000 in War Bonds other than
freight classification.
(By Aseoclaled Prase)
Mrs. Anna Mae NeE-Bonds, sold to date in this
The South has long complainWashington. — Two trismith
Heads New Procampaign.
ed that the freight rate structure
butes to the memory of
discriminated against it, as comFranklin D. Roosevelt were
fessional Organization Women CanVassers Sell
pared with rates applicable in
announced by the Treasury.
A group of Princeton women $6,000 Worth Of E-Bonds
other parts of the country and,
Women bond sellers, in houseThe dime will bear his
met last, Friday night and orled by Georgia's Governor Ellis
to-house visits and operating
likeness.
ganized a Business and Profes- booths in both
Arnall, this section has institutbanks here SatHis picture will be on war
sional Women's Club, to be af- urday and Monday, last, have
ed action in the United States
bonds in the next War Loan
Supreme Court to bring adjustfiliated with the State and na- reported $6,000 worth of E.Bonds
drive. Also on the bond—
ments.
purchased through them up to
tional organization.
some denomination of "Ser"Chambers of Commerce
ies E" security—a suitable
Present and joining the club Tuesday afternoon, Mrs. Frank
throughout the South have
G. Wood, women's chairman,
Rooseveltian utterance, to
were: Misses Atha Stallings,
fought for this decision for the
said.
be selected by Washington
Carwin Cash, Busch Cummins, Included in the list of women
this part of the State has had
newsmen, will be quoted.
Nona Oiler, Elaine Brasher, War Loan workers are: Meslast quarter century. Heretofore,
The present liberty-head
to rely for its substance on agriLouise J. Keeling, Cora Lee Orr, dames Allan Hubbard, Earl
dime, which has been in
culture and some few State inJerline Ladd, Margarette Jones, Adams, Chas. Curry, Emma
existence 29 years, will be
Morse, Thomas McConnell, C. H.
stitutions. Now they can expect
discontinued.
Merry Mae Hayes, Genevieve
Jaggers, Robert Putman, George
to add more lucrative industry.
Only three other presiKing, Mary Lee Adams, Mary
Duke Pettit, M. Pool, C.
This cau eventualky give Kendents are honored Arn. eons.
Ruth Poindexter and 1?orothy Pettit,
E. Caddie, S. Hollowell, F. Glasstucky the same per capita
Lincoln is on the penny,
Ann Davis; Mesdames Clifton
nini, George Harralson, Hearne
wealth, Kentucky can buy better
Jefferson on the nichel, and
Pruett, Sr., Thomas W. McConHarrelson, George Stevens, J. E.
education for her children, betWashington on the quarter.
nell, Duke Pettit, Jr., William L.
Young, R. B. Leech, W. Larkins,
ter highways, better public
Beck, Pauline Smith, Roy Rosser,
H. Blades, Jr., J. B. Lester, J. F.
facilities, have more for those
Leona Trader, Dorothy McGraham, F. T. Linton, R. R.
generally
gain,"
and
in need,
Gowan, Anna May Nesmith and
Towery, J. Mahan, Lloyd Beck,
a local businessman said MonIrene Croft
Claude Robinson, C. Hamby, C.
day.
Officers elected were: Presi"Kentucky should make a
dent, Mrs. Anna May Nesmith; Lacy, M. Skees, Jim Walker,
Charles McLin, B. Armstrong,
definite effort now to kivite in
first vice-president, Cazwin Cash;
more industries and get the full
second .vice-president, Mrs. Wil- Mary W. Eldred, A. G. Butler,
Hershey Says New
Wallace Davis, A. Templeton, J.
good that this allows.
liam L. Beck; secretary, Dorothy
Williams, J. Arnold, Nell HendPolicy Will Cut Draft
McGowan; treasurer, Busch Cumricks, Bayliss Stone, C. F. Engelmins;
reporter,
USN,
On
Dorothy
Ann
A
Williams,
C.
Calls 25 Percent
hardt, Owen Ingram, Fred StalWashington, May 22—Indefi- Davis; chairman of the purpose lins, Jr., Elvis Scarberry, Hazel
Ca~ier Bombing Okinawa
j,C. A. Williams, fireman, first nite blanket deferment of men committee, Mrs. Dorothy McDobbins, Frank Wood.
class, USNR, son of Mr. and 30 and over who remain in "use- Gowan, assisted by Mrs. Thomas
Fredonia, Mrs. William Young.
Mrs. N. G. Williams, Princeton, ful" jobs was ordered today by McConnell and Dorothy Ann
Davis;
membership
chairman,
aircraft
an
Route 3, was aboard
Selective Service.
carrier when her planes batterThis liberalized policy, ef- Mrs. W. L. Beck, assisted by
ed Okinawa, prior to the Marine fective at once, results from the Louise Keeling and Genevieve
and Army landings.
narrowing of the war to one King; program chairman, Carfront, Draft Director Lewis B. win Cash, Mrs. Duke Pettit, Jr.,
Hershey announced at a news and Mrs. Pauline Smith.
Sgt. William H. Calvert
Auxiliary And Girl
The group will meet the secconference.
Free After 27 Months
Scouts To Sell For
He disclosed that the draft call ond Friday night in each month,
will be cut about 25 percent to the next meeting to be held
As German Prisoner
Veterans Saturday
o'clock. The
Sgt. William H. Calvert, 90,000 men a months beginning June 8 at eight
Members of the American
meeting
place
will
be
announcmechanic for Meadows Motor in July.
Legion Auxiliary and the Girl
But Hershey predicted at the ed later.
Co. before he entered the Army,
Scouts will sell poppies on the
has cabled his wife that he has same time that as a result of the
downtown streets here Saturbeen liberated from a German new leniency for older men, it County's First Liberated
day, May 28, in the annual
innecessary
to
call
an
will
be
prison camp and expects to
"Poppy Day" observance, the
Prisoner Of War Home
reach home here June 1. He creasing number of occupationmoney to help provide for diswas a prisoner 27 months, hav- ally deferred registrants 18 On 60-Day Furlough
abled veterans of World Wars I
Pvt. A. J. Franklin, Caldwell
ing been captured in North through 29.
and II, and their families, Mrs.
liberated
prisonercounty's
first
instructed
Service
Selective
Africa. His parents, Mr. and
Willie Larkins, chairman, said
Route 5, were advised of their local boards to review the cases of-war, returned to his home this week. The Legion Auxiliary
morning.
Private
through
37
here Thursday
Mrs. A. M. Calvert, Marion of all registrants 30
is the sponsoring organization,
son's release by his wife Mon- who are in 1-A and to defer any Franklin, a son of Mrs. Ulis as heretofore, but all funds will
the
new
under
qualify
Dawson
who
may
Road,
was
Dunbar,
day. Mr. Calvert is treasurer of
go to the veterans, Mrs. Larkins
more liberal policy.
taken prisoner by the Germans
Crittenden county.
Local boards also were in- in Holland, September 18, 1944, said.
Buying a poppy is a way of
structed to handle with "sym- and was liberated April 13, 1945.
pathetic consideration" the cues He was a member of the air paying tribute the all our counof all fathers 30 and over, and borne artillery. Private Franklin trymen who have died in the
to resolve in their favor any de- is on a 80-day furlough, after two great wars, the Auxiliary
the
cision where doubt is involved. which he will go to Miami member said, and 2,000 of
The draft director ordered Beach, Fla., where he will be bright, red poppies will be sent
local boards to review immed- assigned to an army hospital for here for sale. Disabled veterans,
young men from this war and
iately the cases of all 4-F and treatment.
older men from World War I at
limited service registrants 18
Outwood Hospital made the
through 29.
Sg J. I. Hollowell Is
PoPnies.
Last year's Poppy Day here
ed From Prison Camp
Rumsey Taylor To Speak
Mrs. Charline Hollowell has produced a total of $200, Mrs.
At College Alumni Meet
received a letter from her hus- Larkins said, and it is hoped
Rumsey Taylor will deliver band, Sgt. J. L. Hollowell, ad- this year's buying will be even
the principal address at the an- vising of his .liberation from a more generous, as so many more
nual alumei, luncheon, George- German prison camp.- Sergeant men need the aid which will be
town College, May 5. He will Hollowell, son of Mr. and Mrs. provided by this means.
also attend a meeting of the J. L. Hollowell, wrote he extrustees of the college -May 4, pected to return home soon.
Teacher And Pupil Tell
and commencement exercises the
Rotarians About 4-H Clubs
Herman Brenda, agricultural
night of May 5. Mr. Taylor was
Circuit
Court
Will
chosen for membership on the
teacher at Cobb High School,
Convene Here June 4
board e trustees in 1944.
spoke briefly at Tuesday night's
•
June term of Caldwell ,Circuit meeting of the Rotary Club, tellCourt will convene here Monday, ing how 4-H clubs function. He
G. W. Toviery Elected To
High Post, Knights Templar June 4, with Judge H. F. S. then introduced Boyce WilliamG. W. Towery, Princeton, was Bailey presiding and a light son, a 1945 graduate of Cobb
elected grand generalissimo of docket in prospect, Mrs. Leona High, who told of his work in
the Grand Commandery, Knights Trader, circuit court clerk said 4-H .Club and Future Farmers
Templar, at a streamlined session this week. A few cases 'up from chapter. Visitors were Walter
of the State organization held at County Court of persons held Berger, Evansville, and Joe LitLexington la s t weekend. A to the grand jury, some divorce tle, Somerset.
meMbership increease of 700 actions, settleinAtt of several
Knights or the State was re- estates and minor criminal cases \,l4rs. McKee Thomson and
iheneselet was chosen as ate on the docketi Mrs. Trader Mr*. Jeff Watson were visitors
In Hopkinsville Monday.

WINNERS DUCK RIVAL

Fighting Forces May 15
Opal Littlejohn was Lsducted
into • the Marines, Emmett
Cooper Crider the Navy, and the
following into the Army, all* at
Louisvine, May 16, the Caldwell
County Selective Service Board
announced this week: Jesse John
Ray Htunble, Al Thutnas Page,
Harold Amos Oliver, Cleaton
Beryel Haile, William Cole Waggoner, Clifton Louard McGregor,
Burlin Laver* McKnight, Thurman Rummy Mitchell, Thomas
Earl Cove, James htlesheii Viii-

Half Of E-Bond
Quota Subscribed
Here, Banks Report

ri•

Business Women
Form Club Here

Public Asked To
Buy 2,000 Poppies

sdaY, MaY 2
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Central Presbyterian Church
Sunday, May 13, and a guest At
•
to
regard
the Bill Pickering residence
Another thing, in
the
that night . . . so I knew
the contention that Democratic
roving report-Journal's
Courier
never
legislatures in Kentucky
was up to something. The
will support Republican gover- er
published in last Sunday's
nors, in our opinion that's a story
the answer • About
was
C-J
any
good reason for not electing
store forum and
general
Cobb's
more Republican governors.
desire for a just but not too
its
Lexthe
in
Underwood,
(Tom
harsh peace for Germany.
ington Herald.

through the years.

N THE HONEYMOON IS OVER

d
More Patriotism Needesatisfaction
here
of
It is beginning to dawn upon most

the Princeton women who have been doing house-to-house visiting in the 7th
War'Loan campaign here that selling the
$125,000 county quota of E-Bonds is going to be a huge task.
Perhaps we are not celebrating our
victory in Europe properly. Certainly
there seems to be a let-down on the home
front which, if not checked, threatens to
bring the first blot upon this community's
record in buying more than its full quota
of War Bonds in every campaign up to
now.
No community could have had a more
fitting V-E Day observance than Princeton. The President's request for prayerful thanksgiving and business as usual
was met by our people with wholehearted compliance. There has been much

in contemplation of
complete victory oVer Japan, • perhaps
within a year and, it is just possible, too
large a complacency.
The proper way to celebrate the
triumph of our arms in the war against
Nazi tyranny and opression is to lend our
money to Uncle Sam for a full and abundantly implemented effort against our remaining einemy, the dirty and treacherous Jap.
We suffer no hardship by purchasing
War Bonds. By not buying as generously as we can, we are guilty, at a crucial
time, of contributing to the prolongation
of the worst part of the conflict.
Let us realize that if we are to do our
part in this current War Loan, much
greater evidence of patriotism than is being manifested here now is necessary.
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Pennyrile Postscripts

had on only one overshoe . . .
Whereupon the lady went back
home, donned the other foot
protector and returned, rain falling steadily the while.

Whether To Sell Your Car
He went on to say he had been told
used car prices would remain high for
several years due to the demand from returning service men and the higher prices
expected for post‘var models. Others had
told him, he added, that used car prices
would go down as soon as new cars appear.
The answer was:
`"It would not be good business prittice
for me to attempt to advise you to keep
or sell your car because of the possibility
used car prices may go up or down. . . .
I can tell you this: My wife and I drive
1941 models. The cars, of widely different
make, and in excellent condition. We have
no intention of selling either of them
now or for some time after production is
resumed."
I explained that the industry probably
would not be able to catch up with demand for three years, and added:
"It would seem that two things you
must consider seriously are your wife's
driving ability and the cost of operating
the car during your absence."
Barring such unforeseen contingencies
as extended unemployment during the
reconversion to civilian production, and a
major conflict with organized labor, the
automobile industry looks for at least a
12,000,000-car backlog of demand when
it starts once more on the production of
passenger automobiles.
It probably will reach a 2,000,000-ayear production level in the first 12
months, assemble 4,500,000 in the second
year and make 6,000,000 units the third
year.
Meanwhile, however, additional demand
will have accumulated and the. 1941 and
1942 model cars will represent the cream
of the used car market.

War Bonds For Postwar Security
By M. F. Miller, Dean And Director,
College Of Agriculture University Of
Missouri
The farmers of the country are among
our most patriotic citizens. They can be
depended upon to meet their obligations,
insofar as possible, in contributing to the
war emergency.
Farmers have been cutting down their
indebtedness appreciably during the period of high prices which has accompanied
the war, and this is as it should be. However, these same individuals have found
it possible to buy War Bonds in very
material quantities.
In addition to the patriotic urge which
farmers have for investing in War Bonds,
it is highly essential to their future welfare that they provide reserve funds for
later years. They will need reserves for

II

\\\

streets by Girl Scouts and members of
the American Legion Auxiliary, with all
\
proceeds of their sale going to veterans
and their families in need.
It does not matter that Poppy Day
By G. M. P.
comes during the great 7th War Loan
campaign, for these _who served so'well
If Bocty Mays atid--has SOU where .they., stopped • thanking
and paid so high, a price • do- not-expeats: Bill didn't lose too many golf therri for their patronage and
large gifts of money.
balls they had a profitable day exiiressing the hope they will
- Yet, it is an opportunity for each of us Sunday
because Henry come back. That's another sure
to contribute a little of our larger share Sevison called 'em over the sign some who cater to the
of the good things of life, especially fence to his place and let 'em public realize there is to be an
whole bodies and less bruised minds, as pick two boxes of fine, ripe aftermath to the wartime discourtesies indulged in by many.
fitting tribute to the heroes whose "silent strawberries.
tents are spread on Fame's eternal camp11111
Dr. F. P. Thomas, Hopkinsville, Congratulations to Alton
ing ground" . . . and to keep the poet's
stories,
good
of
source
a
Jaggers
always
pledge: "nor shall their glory be forgot told me one Sunday about a Templeton, Dr. C. H. recently
Kercheval,
Clyde
`and
while Fame her vigil keeps and Glory lady neighbor whci, crossing the chosen to head the Rotary Club,
guards the hallowed spot where Valor street to chat with him and Mrs. the Hospital Board and the Elks'
T. one rainy day, discovered she Lodge respectively. Each will
proundly sleeps.

What It Means-

By David J. Wilkie
Detroit—If your present automobile is
in good condition and you expect to need
a car for the next three years you will
not go far wrong in keeping it—and keeping it in good condition.
That's the answer to Automotive
Editor is making to inquiries concerning
the advisability of selling now or waiting
until the end of the war removes all controls on production and prices.
The inquiries invariably raise the
question, "Will used car prices go down
sharply when the new cars start coming
out?"
I do not profess to know whether used
car prices, now under a strict OPA ceiling, will go up or down when the controls
are removed. I do know, however, that it
will be two and a half to three years
after production is resumed before the
average individual without some priority
will be able to get prompt delivery on a
new car.
It is also true that to re-establish the
used car market after the war hundreds
of thousands of automobiles in good condition will be required. Thus the motorist
with a good car to trade in might find it
easier to obtain early delivery on a new
one.
One of the latest inquiries came from
an Air Services office at a southern base,
about to be sent overseas. He wrote:
"I have a 1941 convertible coupe, in
good condition, purchased about three
months ago. I run undecided whether to
sell the car before going overseas, or to
keep it. My wife could drive the car
enough that it would not deteriorate, but
our main question is: 'How much would
it depreciate during the next year or
two?"

all types of farm improvements which
have been greatly neglected during the
war. They will need funds for soil improvement. They will need funds for insuring protection against low prices of
farm products during the postwar period.
It is also highly important that farmers avoid speculation in the purchase of
land. This is essential not only from the
standpoint of controlling land prices but
for the future security of the farmers
themselves. The fanner who is able to
place the billk of his savings in War
Bonds is providing such security for the
__postwar period.
Windsor Castle in London has been a
fortified spot since the early 11th century
and a royal residence since the time of
William the Conqueror.
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"While Fame Her Vigil Keeps"
In remembrance of the Nation's heroic
dead of World Wars I and II and to help
alleviate the aftermath of war for thousands of men who are in hospitals because
of their sacrifice while wearing the uniform, citizens of Princeton and the rest
-of-the country will buy and wear poppies
Saturday, May'26.
This annual Poppy Day should have
more significance for more persons than
any of its predecessors; for there are
more gold stars in the window of homes
and more silently suffering men in institutions still paying war's toll in physical
and mental suffering.
And so, the little red flowers, made by
the fingers of men who never again will
walk in the normal way of life because
they did their high duty as fighters for
freedom, will be offered here on the
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have many opportunities to serve
the community, as well as his
individual organization, during
his term in office; and we confidently expect them all to do
well . . since they have already
Those golf lessons we paid for demonstrated marked ability in
on our better half's behalf some their own businesses.
years ago still have not paid
11111
any dividends. First she burned
Martin Ware, lieutenant gova hand, than she broke a finger ernor of the Fifth district,
spanking our youngest and now Kiwanis International, paid
she has a busted foot from step- Princeton high tribute when
ping out of a taxi into a hole in addressing the local Kiwanis
the pavement at Louisville last Club last week . . . said he
weekend.
hoped some day to come back
here to live. Martin is a fellow
I am all for those plans of the who radiates good will; and his
Country Club's board of direct- material success in life is especiors to enhance the attractions of ally pleasing to Pennyriler, who
the place for the women folk. has known him, man and boy, a
Golf widOws are notorious for good many years.
looking with a jaundiced eye
upon the rolling greensward
Congratulations to the memwhich keeps their men folk from bers of the staff of Butler High's
the festive ')oard at eventide. "Akela". This year's annual is,
So, the more the directors do to in some respects, the best yet
make the ladies like the club, produced
art work and
the better for mere male mem- pictures being much better than
bers.
last year's year book had, especially in variety. Much work went
1.11
Some Princetonians who re- into this effort; and the record
cently visited St. Louis are in of the classes, thus preserved in
receipt of letters from the hotel perpetuity, will bring pleasure
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Protect Your Car
with Clean, Fresh Lubricants
Between you and your D-X_Dealer—there
is a real job to be done if your car is to
last until it can be replaced. The most critical period in its performance is ahead.
Aging parts must have careful and complete care to Icontinue to provide dependable transportation. For Spring ChangeOver Services, STOP at the D-X Station
today or phone now for appointment
Don't run the risk—the danger of driving
longer with dirty, winter-worn lubricants!

GUARANTEED SPRING CHANGE.
OVER SERVICES
Crankcase with sl1/11Mer
refill
Drain and
weight Diamond 760 Motor Oil•Change
Transmission & Differential Lubricant.
to proper summer grade •D-X Guaranteed Lubrication for chassis and body
•Flush Cooling System • Check Battery
• Check and Innate Tires • Repack Front
Wheel Bearings• Clean and Adjust Spark
.
Plugs• Wash,Wax and Polish Car•Set,
/CO Oil Filter,Air Cleaner • Inspect Lights
& Windshield Wiper • Clean Windows.

—In Americ
wholesome •
Pasteurized
soldiers retu
know what i
Here in A
plentiful be
Use it freely
'dishes. We .
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On Making The Jobs Work
By Beryl Shoenfield

(Associated Press Features)

Political
Announcements

"There
ould H
for a Bo

MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

America In Wartime
employers, they'll pick a man
for his ability, for his employWashinggton—K. Vernon Ban- ment record," Banta says.
ta's motto is:s"Don't confuse dis-' "The trend will be away from
discriminating on a basis of
ability with inability."
handicap".
Banta has just celebrated his
Banta says USES is instructing
25th anniversary with the United plant managers on setting up
States Employment Service and selective placement programs
is chief of the government's dis- within the plant to reach the man
abled veterans employment pro- who never gets to USES.
gram. He describes his system of The agency is also cooperating
selective placement of the handi- with Bfilova Watch, Sperry Gycapped as "revolutionary, yet roscope, Kaiser Shipyards and
sound, practical business sense." other industries training disabled
He contends that "Every single veterans for employment.
"The vast majority of disjob is a job for a disabled person
No job requires every capacity abled veterans will adjust themselves with little difficulty,"
of the normal person."
• Banta, gray-haired and 45, is Banta concludes.
proof of his own argument He
lost his left arm 28 years ago in
a dredging accident in Wyoming,
Minn. Three years later, at 20, he
entered the LSES as a clerk.
"In those days there was no The Lender Is authorized to announce
scientific technique," he says. "It the candidacies of the following citizens
Caldwell county for the several ofwas all by rule of thumb. Frank- nf
fices Indicated. Stibie,t to the will of
the voters lp the Primary Flections
ly, they didn't think I could do duly
set for Saturday, Aug. 1, 1546:
the work!"
For Sheriff:
to the voters in the Democratic
In 1921, at the peak of the dis- Subject
Primary,
abled veterans problem, he beBEDFORD H. MeCHESNILY
LEM L. MORSE
gan to do placement work.
OTHO TOWERY
"There was no technique for Subject toW.
the voters in the Republican
placing handicapped persons un- Primary,
MRS. PAULINE CLIFT
til 1936," Banta recalls. "My
HARRY RANDOLPH
old boss used to say, 'Always use
For County Judge:
job analysis in Oa work.'
Subject to the voter, In the Democratio
Primary.
"But he never explained what.
CLYDE 0. WOOD
he meant by 'job analyetee I had
For County Court Clerk:
to work it out by myself."
Subject to the voters In the Demcx ratio
Today the Banta technique is Primary. PHILIP STEVI1NS
used in finding jobs for sorrke
THOS. W. McCONNELL
13,000 handicapped persons every
For Circuit Court Clerk:
Subject to the voters In the Demo,retie
month.
Primary.
The system consists of analyzLEONA TRADER
ing each job for working com4For Jailer:
to the voters of the Democratic
Subject
tions (damps, dust, hours, etc.), Primary:
0. E. MURPHY
and the physical activities reJ. MARVIN SATTERFIELD
quired to perform it (walking, Subject to the voters In the Republican
standing, lifting, etc.). There are Primary,
J. LUTHIR SIOLER
54 conditions in all.
Poe County Tim Comrnlineri
Similarly, the capacity of the Flubloot
to the Voters of the itiontatie
handicapped applicent is ans. Primary:PAW S. J. LARKINC
ivied. Than the suitable MO*
',Low° Ye'UNC/
ked for him.
Wrote'
Pop

You,

RAY SHANNON—genial Program Co-ordinator—chooses and arranges the music
that goes oa the air for radio station WHAS.
Ray was born in West Virginia, our neighbor state. He is well known in the
Blue Grass Section of Kentucky, because a few years back he forsook radio for
a short time to pursue his hobby—photography—professionally. And most of his
assignments brought him to Kentucky photographing thoroughbreds.
But he soon returned to radio, his first love. And now you find him everY
day at VVHAS at his desk writing theme songs, arranging a new tune, or picking
out a familiar Piece you would love to hear. When he isn't doing that he probably is in the control room listening, timing, watching for the tiniest flaw in a
musical performance, correcting and perfecting it Sometimes he goes right int°
the studio to adjust the, position of the piano, put up a sound screen, or move the
microphone perhaps only a thousandth of an inch, or help a vocalist get just the
proper tone ... to get the best possible effect. So Ray spends his time making
your WHAS-listening-tirne more enjoyable.
Ray's radio career started at the very beginning of broadcasting almost a quart
century ago, when he got his first job with radio station WTAM, in Cleveland,
producing and directing the station's music, For more than seven Years he
arranged all the special music for the VVTAM Staff Orchestra and vocalists. He
was program Director at KRIBC in Kansas City when WHAS persuaded him
to come here more than a year ago to become Program Co-Ordinator, He has
just con* back from Washington where he met with other members of the
Program Directors Executive Committee.
This is the second year Ray has been
• asked by the National Association of
Broadcasters to serve on this commit41>‘,
tal.

Liston to Ray's Music840 On Your Dial

RADIO STATION
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Hey Agent's
Column
By J. F. Graham
elements are
r mineral
rather large amounts
d in
animals, including
1 farm
try. These are sodium,
phosde, calcium, and
chloride
, The sodium and
applied by common salt.
may be
m and phosphorus
limestone
ground
by
'ed
teamed' bone meal if more
ded than that contained
'nage and grains.
should be kept beforc
farmIs at all times. Most
gnize this need but it is
neglected.
e part of the mineral

Main st.

Phone 54

Dairy Payments Revised

m.04014.41 M11.14.m....0.1.11111.....011.1.11.11HOONUI

The Kentucky dairy production payments for May and June
are announced as 25 cents a
hundred for whole milk and 10
cents a pound for butterfat. For
the July-September quarter the
payments will be 45 and 13
cents, and for the six months of
October through March the payment will be 80 and 17 cents.

by
HASLET L. LUTZ
Professor of Public Finance
Princeton University

Enterprise has had a rather tough-time of late and little opportunity has existed in recent years to demonstrate what it is or what
it can do. Now the air la full of talk about the enterprise system
in the postwar period.
All that is needed to restore the spirit of enterprise and to make
the system work is the right to make a dollar by any honest means,
and to be free to keep it. This formula involves minimizing or
removing governmental restrictions and regulations with the exception of those necessary to assure that honest means are used.
The enterprise system includes all kinds of firms, ranging in
size from giant corporations to one-man stores, garages, etc. A
forest which is all mature trees with no saplings will not be a forest
for long. A thicket which is all saplings is not a forest at all. The
wise forester is interested in both the trees and the saplings.
The relative importance of the small firm in the nation's economy
may be il:ustrated by the following chart:

material of the bones and teeth
of domestic livestock consists of
calcium and phosphorus. Deficiency of calcium results in
weakening the bones, lameness,
or -even fractures of the bone,
while phosphorus deficiency
causes stiffness and soreness of
the joints, listlessness and lack
of appetite.
All kinds of feeds contain
calcium and phosphorus. The
amount varies in kinds of feed
and on the supply of phosphorus
altd calcium in the soil on which
the feed is grown.
Where an abundance of pasture or legume hay is provided,
grown on soil that is high in
lime and phosphorus, most of
the grazing type of livestock get
a sufficient amount of phosphorus and calcium to meet their
needs. High producing dairy
cAvs usually need a supplemental of these minerals.
Hogs and chickens which are
not fed milk, meat scraps, tankage or fish meal, need to be proWired a sburceof mineral ft's addition to salt.
The best method of feeding
mineral supplements is "free
choice." Keep each
mineral
(salt, steambone meal, ground
limestone) in a self feeder in
separate compartments. This
method allows the animals to
satisfy their needs without forcing them to eat too much of
on
orde

There Were Times When I
ould Have Given Anything
or a Bottle of Pasteurized Milk"
In America everyone can enjoy the delicious
holesome qualities of fresh Pasteurized milk.
asteurized milk is a favorite beverage with
Idlers returning from overseas because they
now what it is like to go without it!
ere in America where Pasteurized milk is
lentiful be sure to serve it with every meal.
se it freely in cooking too for more nutritious
ishes. We deliver.

rinceton Cream & Butter
Company Phone 161

Employing Organizations' and Numbers of Workers
in Last Pay Period in September, 1940*
Number of Workers
In Employing
Organization.'

Employing
OrganiseCans

Workers In
Last Pay
Period of
September

Total
0'
1-9
10-99
100-999
1,000-9,999
10,000-and over

1,P21,990
26,781
1,431,128
279,300
29,408
2,224
149

27,541,263
0
4,205,382
7,208,047
7,337,172
5,220,497
3,470,165

Torar-— Per Cent of
Workers in
Employing
Last Pay
Period of
Organise..
September
lions

100.0
1.5
81.5
15.3
1.6
0.1
(c)

An employing organizatien includes sil establishment, reported on 1 employer
return.
1, As determined by the number of waken reported in last pay period of September.
a The tabulation from which this table was compiled includes M.8 per cent of the
estim•ted number of total employing organisation; and 96.6 per cent of the
estimated total number of employees.
b Returns show taxable pay rolls during the quarter but no workers In last pay

• ress
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Econorrucs
IIIIMONWOMMUM.00.4.1•1111.1.0101•01011.1.11.0101111.0.411.0010

The same cool weather that
has been holding back the beans
has served also to delay the
coming of the pests that afflict
beans. However, here and there
have been noted the roundish
holes that the spotted cucumber
beetle and the southern bean
beetle make in bean leaves. And,
when warm weather has come
to stay? the Mexican beetle will
come, too, last winter's severe
cold to the contrary.
The first two are merely
transients, wintered-over adults
contenting themselves on garden
beans until their favorite weeds
get ready. Usually there are not
enough to become dangerous, but
anyhow they can be stopped
easily, with magnesium arsenate
and lime, 1 to 8, or with spray
made of magnesium arsenate, 2
tablespoons in the gallon of
water. Dust or spray placement
is not critical as these insects
feed on the top surface of the
leaves.
The Mexican beetle is not so

simple to control. It breeds on
beans, and the onslaught of its
numerous offspring can be described only as "blitz." It feeds
only on the leaves' undersides,
making necessary the use of upturned nozzles on sprayers.
There may be as many as three
generations a year, 30 to 40
days apart. From these and other
facts discovered by entomologists
who have made' close study of
this insect, a rule-of-thumb has
been developed', as follows:
On the first planting, when
any adults are seen, immediately
spray 8r dust with the materials
described a few lines age's, and
10 days after (to the day) repeat. Two applications, thorough
and complete and on this
schedule, should suffice for that
generation, but sometimes a
third should be made. Thirty
days later, lookout should be
kept for the new generation, to
be handled like the first, and so
on, throughout the summer.
Magnesium arsenate is a
poison, and should not be used
after bean pods have started
setting. Then, only rotenone
should be the spray. However,
because of rotenone's expense
and scarcity, is should be saved
until only it is safe to use.

Praises Balbo Rye

4-H Club Work Pays

That one acre of balbo rye
will produce as much as or more
winter pasture than three acres
of small grain, was stated by
Oscar Shields of Bath county.
Reporting to Farm Agent Joe B.
Thompson, he said that despite
the worse than normal winter
as far as amount of feed eaten
by livestock is concerned, he
saved feed because of balbo rye.

- William Hayden, Jr., Nelson
county, is one of nine recently
announced blue ribbon winners
in the national 4-H garden contest for 1944, being awarded a
medal and a $25 war bond. In
his four years of 4-H Club work,
young Hayden has received a
total income of $423. Other projects have been sheep, chicks
and gardens.
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J. L. Simmons Company
Charlestown, Indiana
Work week 54 hours, time and one half over 40 hours.
Company representative will interview at

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Friday, May 25, 1945
Those now employed in Essential
Industry need not apply.

per'lent •
'
Source: Social SaCurtty Yearboak, 1241, p f20.
firms
those
only
includes
complete
for
it
compilation
is
not
This
haNing sonic employees covered or old-age and survivors insurance
tot some time during the period July-September 1940. It is adequate,
however, to demonstrate the importance of the small concern as a
source of jobs for workers. As of September 1940, the little outfits,
employing from one to nine persons, were employing nearly a
million more workers, in the aggregate, than the big outfits which
had 10,000 or more persons on their several pay rolls.
0.05

ews From

The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Princeton, Ky. July 21, 1910.
John B. Dorr, the painter, has
just finished beautifying John
R. Wylie's residence on Wasington street with a new coat of
paint which shows up very
retty.
• • •

I

Princeton, Ky. July 21, 1910.
Miss Ruth Johnson left Wednesday morning for Louisville,
where she was joined by her
sister, Miss Beulah Johnson,
from where they will go to
Mammoth Cave and on their return will spend several days in
Albany, Ind., the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Emery Dobbins.
• • •
.1 Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911.
Director Marc Goldnamer is
busy night and day getting the
Elks play in shape to be presented to the expectant public.
Among the local celebrities in
training are Charles Pepper, Dr.
R. W. Ogilvie, J. W. Jewell, J. g.
Baker and J. D. Lester, a team
that would by themselves make
a show worth going miles to see.
ments 01 others.
The exception to this practice
is with poultry, in which case
the salt should be added to the
mash, 1 pound of salt to 100
unds of mash.

A specialty promised is a duet
by Miss Virginia Mayes and
Marc Goldnamer.
The ladies quartette is composed Of Mesdames Ben Kaufman, Grace Brown, Shelly Eldred and Frank Wood.
The charming chorus girls are
Misses Flora Pettit, Ruth Johnson, Virginia Mayes, Rose Goldnamer, Sudie White and Mary
Weaver Dyer.
Will everybody attend? Well,
yes, everybody and all their
kinfolks. The date for the entertainment will be announced
next week.
• • •

Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Island City, N.F.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

A SCREENIFIA OF*FIGHT AND F
A

STORY
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Princeton, Ky. Oct. 25, 1918.
A. E. Brown is in receipt of information to the effect that his
step-son, Roy Moore, has arrived
safely in Franca.
• • •

Qloria ,Adolf*
&orge
MURPHYPDeHAVENw MENJOU
Walter SLEZAK &gate PALLETTE

Princeton, Ky. Oct. 25, 1918.
Miss Mary Webb Watkins, of
Dexter, Mo., is the charming
and popular guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Pauline Burc.hard,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. E. griffin.
• • •

Plus These Short Units! . . .
M-G-M Featurette

Princeton, Ky. July 19, 1910.
Miss Tommie Baker, of Nashville, is here for a visit to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
Baker. Her many friends are
delighted to have' her with them
again.
• • ••
Prineeton, Ky. July 27, 1917.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pickering returned Thursday from a visit
to Mr. and Mts. Cecil Moore,
Oxford, Miss.
• • •

WOW*=r*
W nou FtWila
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"DARK SHADOWS"
PARAMOUNT NEWS OF THE WORLD

A Glorious Entertainment Treat
Returns To Thrill You Again!
Humphrey BOGART
EDDIE CANTOR
Oliva de HAVILLAND

Princeton, Ky. July 27, 1917.
Misses Irene, Lucy and Mabel
Stewart spent yesterday morning at Eddyville, and visited the
penitentiary.

BETTE DAVIS
John GARFIELD
ERROL FLYNN
Dennis MORGAN
Added Enjoyment!
MUSICAL REVUE — "RADIO RAMPAGE"
MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS

JOAN LESLIE
DINAH SHORE
ANN SHERIDAN
ALEXIS SMITH

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS &
CO., INC.,
At The
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS

—Added Joy! -MERRIE MELODY CARTOON — TRAVEL IN COLOR

On Construction Of A
"Rocket Powder Plant"
In Southern Indiana
Work week 54 hours, time and
one half in excess of forty.

2 DAYS! Starting May 31
41111111111111111111‘
w%r.

Room and board available on
project Site for employees only
Company representative will in.
terview Every Monday and Toes
day and hire at

United States
Employment Service
Every Monday and Tuesday

Moro Your 1koo $11 Novo Moro Coats

11:110 a.m. to 4 p.m.
t01 East Ninth Street
11101P1UNIIVILLK KT.

Jane FRAZEE THE HOOSIER HOT SHOTS • Guinn WILLIAMS
SLIM SUMMER VILLE • KING COLE TRIO
And!.
VOMITS in
"SHE SICK SAILOR"

cnArrse

Here's More .. .
Pete Smith's
FOOTBALL THRILLS
14 — "THE BATMAN"

-1wwes

Thursday, Ma 24, 1
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Deaths-Funerals
Mrs. Martha E. Turley
Funeral services for Mrs.
Martha Edna Turley, who died
at her home in Louisville last
Wednesday, were held Saturday
at the graveyard in Norman
Cemetery, Caldwell county,
with the Rev. Rodolph Lane, officiating.
Born in 1888, Mrs. Turley
was a former resident of this
county. She joined the Good
Springs Cumberland Presbyterian Church in 1907.
Survivors are her husband,
Otho V. Turley; a daughter, Mrs.
Ronella Dodds; a son, Sgt. Herbert Howard Turley, overseas;
a brother, Dick Dalton; two
sisters, Mrs. Lucy Chandler and
Mrs. Willie O'Bryant; a son-inlaw, S/Sgt. John Franklin
Dodds, overseas, and a daughterin-law, Mrs. Anna Turley, Louisville.

Homemakers

C. W. Salyers

Funeral services for Clemon
Wallace Salyers, 48, who died at
his home on Wilson Warehouse
Road, Saturday, May 19, were
held at the First Baptist Church,
Monday, May 21, with the Rev.
H. G. M. Hatler, officiating. He
is survived by his widow, four
daughters, a son, and his father.
Interment was in Cedar Hill
cemetery,

Jurist lo Be U.K.
Commencement Speaker

At The Churches

Mrs. Sallie Moore, 74, died at
her home in the Farmersville
community Friday, May 18.
Funeral services were held at
the Donaldson Baptist Church
May 19, with the Rev. Spurlin
Woodall officiating. She is survived by a son and a daughter.
Interment was in Morse
cemetery. •
' Washing just a few dishes at
a time in the sink or dishpan
lessons breakage.

- Vote For -

BEN YANDELL
For SIIE111FF
4,
Subject to'the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug.
.
Appreciated
Be
Will
Your Vote and Influence

Plain Diet Is
Faced By Nation
Must Eat Simply
U.S.Save
Thousands

In Bell county, 996 boys and
OGDEN MEM/WA L
Judge Elwood Hamilton of
girls are enrolled in 4-H clubs,
METHODIST CHURCH
Louisville, judge of the United
taking clothing, canning, room
E. S. Denton, Pastor
nt, poultr y,' corn,
improveme
Apof
Court
Circuit
States 6th
Lessons in clothing construct9:45 A.M. Sunday School,
To
garden and swine projects.
peals since April 1938, will deion and electric wiring systems liver the commencement address Harry Long, Supt.
From Starvation
11:00 A.M. "Making or Faking
for homes were chosen far to members of the University of
(By Associated Press)
Life."
study, and citizenship projects Kentucky graduating class on A
Fellowship
, — The wag finalWashington
Youth
P.M.
6:30
selected at a meeting of the Friday night, June 1. His subthis
Leader.
Patton,
Mildred
ly drove home to Americans
county Homemakers' Advisoryiject will be, "Govenant of the service,
service.
longer
Evenirig
no
P.M.
are
7:30
they
Geothe
that
at
week
Council held Friday
Dead."
rge Coon library. Study of the
the World's best eaters and to
RIAN
PRESBYTE
Clifton
Griffin,
Ralph
CENTRAL
they
Guess,
lessons chosen will begin in
save others from starving
Bright,
CHURCH
diet.
N
simple
a
September at the,opening of the Chit, G. C. Hays, Leslie
on
go
must
Donal Wilmoth, Minister
program year. Adopted as a Cash, Lloyd Beck and Grace
Meat stores all over the Na-lover
10:00 a.m. Sunday School.
county project was the plan to Adamson.
tion are empty. The steak
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship. is eating fish. Where , butter is
have each homemaker .secure
Topic: "My Pledge."
birth certificates for members of Otter Pond
available the housewife can't
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship. afford the ration points.
her family. Each club will have
Mrs. Hyland Mitchell was
a group citizenship project which hostess Tuesday afternoon to the Topic: "Thirst of the Soul."
It isn't going to get any better
will be carried out along with Otter Pond Homemakers Club.
for many months. There'll be
project study next year.
enough to eat but the diet will
Thirteen members and nine High Powered Talk
Mrs. Lester Paris, county visitors were present. Miss
be simple and unsavory.
Yanks
Fighting
Visit this station for Your gasoline and oil f
chairman, had charge of the Robbie Sims, phairman, had For
That is the unvarnished
Washington—A high powered
meeting. Reports were presented charge. Miss Sims gave a report
tractors and other farneuses.
picture for 1945, at least while
by county project leaders and of the recent homemakers ad- Army radio station, installed in this nation and its Allies are
committee chairman, and a sum- visory council meeting.
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Mrs. Sallie Moore

Approximately 5,000 b
corn on the low lands of
Ohio river in Greenup
were carried away by the
Balbo rye hiis eased the
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farmers reporting they are
able to keep it grazed do

Attentioq, Farmers

Co.
Cornick Oil Mgr.
R. B. WILLIAMS,

ANOTHER CHORE
FOR MILLIONS
OF FARM BOYS

See our array of distinguished looking "dressy"
styles. There's genuine quality in their finer leathers,
beautiful shoemaking, and in their conservative
custom design.

Princeton Shoe Company

Meeting Clay
Chapter No. 28
Clay Chapter No. 28 will hold
its regular meeting 7:30 Friday
evening, May 25, 1945. Companions take notice.
B. B. Boitnott, High Priest.
G. W. Towery, Secretary.

Anniversary Meeting

Electric and Acetylene

Welding!

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
meeting Thursday, May 24, 1945
to observe its 119th anniversary.
Supper will be served at 6:30
P.M. by the Ladies of the O.E.S.
All masons are invited to attend this supper and meeting.
Work in the Third Degree following the supper. Brothers take
notice.
Ira C. Glover, Master,
G. W. Tcnvery, Secretary.

Special Meeting
Clay Chapter
Clay Chapter will hold a called meeting 5 P.M. Tuesday, May
29, 1945, to confer the work of
the Chapter. Companions take
notice. Supper will be served.
B. B. Boitnott, High Priest,
G. W. TowerY, Secretary.

Card Of Thanks
We wish to express our
thanks and appreciation to our
relatives, friends and neighbors
for their kindness and help
given our father, C. W. Beavers,
during his illness and death, to
Rev. W. W. Rutherford for the
words of comfort, to Morgan
Funeral Undertakers for their
kindly, efficent help, for the
floral offerings, each kind helpful deed will long be remembered.
The children and grand-children.

We have purchased a Large Portable Electric
Welding outfit and can service your machinery
In the Field.
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BUY TWICE AS MANY BONDS IN THE MIGHTY 7th WAR LOAN!
The time is ripe.
It's now
when

In the Pacific we still haven't gone all-out against Japan.
We must build new, deadlier, more costly planes ... harderhitting tanks ... new warships ... and more of everything
than ever before, if we are not to let our boys down just
when they need our help the most.

Does that seem like too much of a chore? Would you
rather wait until crops are in and you have more cash?

And we, all of us, have a new responsibility .. to the
thousands of our wounded. We must see to it that they get
the best of care,the best of medicines, the best of ev.rytbiatg
through the long, pain-filled
months of their recovery.

America can't afford to falter ..
NOW is the time for you to back up our fighting men by
buying twice as nosy War Bonds in this mighty 7th War
Loan as you ever did before!

You wouldn't,if you could see how urgent it is to act now.
Up to this time last year there had been two war loans.
This year, the 7th War Loan must raise almost as much as
two loans last year. That's why you are asked: BuyIwice as
many Bonds in this mighty 7th War Loan!
Regardless of what has happened in Germany, we must
still send our minibus of men in Europe tons and more tom
of supplies daily.

All this takes money. That is
why your country is again asking you to lend your dollars by
buying twice as many Bonds as
you ever did before!

TRADE YOUR FOLDING MONEY FOR FIGHTING MONEY
PHIIIIP STEVENS

You get $100 at maturity fo
every 675 loaned now.
You can get your money b
60 days after issue date, any t.
you need it ... in the meant'
you get safety and steady gro

Bonds will insure your children'
schooling, or provide for
own security, travel, retir
Bondsso into a national nest
that will help to assure postprosperity.
Bonds transform your !eve
home and country into atom
you join personally in the
gels, most urgent War Lose
ell-the Seventh!

CLAUDE P'POOL

(County Court Clerk)
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FEET TIRE, ACHE?

I

Tired, aching feet, rheumatic-like foot and leg
pains, sore heels, callouses on soles-all are

signs of week or fallen arches. Dr.ficholl'• Arch Support,jive you immediate relief by removing omocular
and ligament ou•.train—the cause of your pain. They
are molded to your feet and soon restore the arrhes
to normal A Free Pout Test will convince you.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

Smart From Every Angle!

Brown & White

The Leac12r
Congratulates

Just $4.95

Summer just uotildn': e
summer without l,rA.11 3t.,1
white specs ...choose them
in white imitation marac
with brown imitation lir I
or leather trim .. J NO
.ng Wearing
STAMP. 1.,
SIntImie Soles-

Princeton Shoe Company

Wicarson
HOPKINSVILLE

It takes the entire milk production of two cows to supply
dairy products for eleven soldiers.
• •
To store celery, wash it thoroughly and pack in a tightly
covered jar in a refrigerator.
• • •
rouge or lipstick
remove
To
from a white shirt, treat the
spots :with glycerine before
laundering.
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To slim you, trim you!
Coos charmer re Rem,
printed Enka Rayon Sheer...
self fabric looping forms
o flattering 'V' yoke, edges
the sleeves . crisp
pleats slenderize. An exclusive
Martha Manning print
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GOLDNAMERS

(Clip and keep handy for
daily referenae and shopping
aid.)
PROCESSED FOODS
Blue itamps H2 through Z2
good through June 2. N2
through S2 good through
June 30. T2 through X2 good
through July 31. Y2, Z2, Al,
B1, and Cl good throufh
August 31.
HEATS, FATS, ETC.
Red stamps Y5, Z5 and A2
through U2 good through
June 2. E2 through J2 good
through June 30. K2 through
P2 good through July 31. Q2
through U2 good through
August 31.
SUGAR
Sugar stamp 95 valid
through June 2; 36 valid
through August 1. Five
pounds each.
(Be sure to put your name
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
piper. Published to aid our
customers and all food buyers
In Princeton as a friendly
helpful service by

Yes, the Seventh War Loan is on right now!
There are new planes to be built...new
tanks...new ships, All to bring the war to
an earlier close.

got to do a two-loan job in one.
But Americans have never failed to
meet a War Bond quota yet-and we won't
fail now! So find out what your quota isand meet it!

Our fighting men will do their job. But
we must do mod

AND YOUR QUOTA ...AND MAKE HI

And right now, the most important job
we have is to meet our personal quotas in
the Seventh War Loan drive!

CAPERS
..bared and pared
with its very own cape.
rayon and cotton.
Black and Kelly Green

..• this strap-topped drew
Of Ore*

grUi

White or Canary,with
banding. Si... 8 to 18.

ts YOUR AYERAOR
INCOMI
NI MONTH 1St

Those quotas are big. Uncle Sam needs
$7,000,000,00t) from individuals. For thie loan le
really 2 in 1-there had
been 2 drives in 1944, by
this time. So now-we've

$230
223-1$11
1111-211
Mb-RIO
110,1111
1111410 .
101.110'
Yoder $100

YOUR PERSONAL
WAR SOND
QUOTA 1St
(CASH VALUE)

MATURITY
YAWS OP
7TH WAR WAN
BONDS BOUGHT

SINN
INN
131.23
111.10
NYS
71110
rJO
111.75

Pm
Na
171
i.e
135
11111
SS
SS

1

$18.95
/44
)
44.0.041
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Soon In Princeton
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To Aid Prosecution
Of War Criminals

Suggests Remedies
For Soil Depletion
Excessive cropping and close
grazing continue to leave their
marks on Robertson county
farms, says County Agent A. A.
Williams. Deficient nitrogen and
humus in the soils are more
evident every spring in the palegreen color of crops.
Agent Williams suggests these
remedies:
Grow more legumes in pasture mixtures. Conserve manure
and spread it on the land. Make
better use of tobacco stalks and
straw. Apply limestone and
phosphate to improve pastures.
Grow more vetch and other soilimproving crops. Continue heavy
use of commercial fertilizers.

Ky. Farm News
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Retonga is intended to relieve
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• The majority
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everywhere.
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Soldiers On The
Home Front
Keep sending your dead stock to war, vis
render the grease to make Bombs and Bulled%
to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock Promptly,
Call us collect.
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Kentucky Rendering Works
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The Spirit Moves
Eskimos 10 Miles
Frobisher Bay, Baffin Island,
Canada—Every Sunday a small
_group of parka-covered Eskimos travel ten miles to hear a
sermon read by an officer of
the AAF Air Transport Command here.
There is no chaplain permanently quartered at this isolated
base off the far northeast coast
of Canada. To keep Sunday holy
and aid morale of the men staa
tioned here, officers read
weekly sermon written and forwarded by Chaplain (Maj.) William V. Morgan, stationed at
Manchester, N. H.
Eskimos rarely miss these Sunday services. Most of them don't
understand a word but have
learned the Lord's Prayer and
fundamental religion from missionaries.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Bavaria is the second largest
state of Germany, with an area
of some 30,000 square miles.
Statistics show that 63 per
cent of all falls in the home
occur on stairs.

Peanuts 'n popcorn 'n ...Have a Coke

don't d

South Americo. Panarnas
For tailored soolness in the summer
suns, choose a panama. Breezy porous weave, fancy leghoru strive.

Just Received

Other Goiruloo Po:tomes

SHIPMENT

There's freshness and style in these
3"brimmed panamas! All over ventilated open mesh. Colorful bands.

MASTERS NAND TOBACCO
TRANSPLANTERS

Nootly Styled Vib., Mesita
For carefully styled smoothness on
those hot chtys;, wear soft open
weave mesh braid hats. 2%"brims

For Planting Tobacco And Re-Setting

4."
2•98
1.98

Supply Limited.
Get One Now and Be Ready for Transplanting
Tobacco.

SEED.CORN
We Have HYBRID SEED CORN Grown by
MEACHAM, BROADBENT and FUNK
Both White and Yellow Corn Adapted to this
Territory.

OPEN POLLINATED CORN
Neal's Paymaster
Iowa Silvermine
Hickory King
52 Day Corn

Jarvis Golden Prolific
Hastings Prolific
Yellow Dent
Tennessee Red Cob

OTHER FIELD SEED

Inoculation for Soy Beans
Everybody by... cirau. Everybody comes for fun. From big
are words
dry so small town it. a red litter day. Hove a Cu.
swim and enjoy
to
time
chi
is
circus
the
around,
for
heard all
Just rat
muss& And nothing was ever lammed to help you do
now.
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Enjoy
baser ilium ieeteld Comeala.
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In Hopkinsville, it's

Gabardine Slack Suits

$5.90

ceirf--z

Hardware and Farm Supplies

Summer

rayons

1n

novelty

with corded shoestring trimming. 12 to VI.

jaelaita

for Iced-Tea Days
7.90
For those warm afternoons and evenings when you
and your friends pt together over tall, frosted
slaws of ieed•tes! Cod hnenes and rayons in luscious fruit colors, some with fresh white appliques'
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Another Boost For
Hog Support Price

Older Men Are
Working On Farms

The War Food Administration
has announced that the $13 a
hundred.support price, Chicago
basis, now applies to good and
choice butcher hogs weighing up
to 300 pounds. During the winter
the support price was $12.50 for
hogs- weighing up to 270 pounds.
April 11 the price was lifted to
$13 for the same weight. It now
has been made $13 for good and
choice butcher hogs weighing
300 pounds. A favorable feed
situation and the need for fats
and oils are given as reasons for
the increase in weight.

With their sons gone to war or
to war industries, fewer aged
farmers are retiring in Kentucky,
and many of them are working
longer hours and harder to keep
the farms producing, says a
statement of the Agriculture Experiment Station at Lexington.
For every 100 farmers between
25 and 70 years old who retired
or died, with conditions as they
were in 1940, there were 190
young farmers reaching the age
of 25. This means that only a few
more than half of the maturing
young
men were ordinarily
needed as replacement in the
ranks of farmers.
However, with thousands gone
to war and war plants, there is
a shortage of young men on the
farms to take the place of older
men who would retire. As a result, large numbers of old men
are staying on the farm and
postponing the time of their retirement. In many instances they
are working long hours and doing
hard labor that food production

Approximately 15,000 acres of
wheat, rye, barley, legumes and
grasses in Henderson county
were destroyed by the flood.
The Logan County Fa rm
Bureau has secured a membership of 430 toward its goal of
500 members.

rst time in eight
A number of farmers in
r county 4-H club
feed a carload of Edmonson county are planning
for the November to grow kudzu this year as a
means of stopping erosion.
w.

Rallrond Employee To
Get Refund From SSW
(or Associated Prowl/.

Properly Installed
Lightning Rods 0. K.

Washington, — A bill providing that money collected. from
Kentucky railroad employes be
held by the, Social Security
Board until if can be returned
to the employes was approved
Monday by a House Interstate
Commerce subcommittee.

Farm .engineers at the Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics; believe properly installed lightning rods protect buildings. Ground connections must be good, they warn.
Lightning tends to strike high
points, it is noted. This may
mean a building, a tree or a
man working in the field. So it
well to avoid these during a
thunderstorm. Getting under a
field is considered especially
dangerous. Fences, machinery
and other metal objects also
should be avoided.

Experiment Station.
It is pointed out that the close
of the war an unusally -large
number of farms will be ready
for young men released from the
armed forces or no longer needed
in industry.
There is' a wide variation within Kentucky in the number of
young men needed to replace
farmers who retire, die or for
some other reason leave the land.
rn Bourbon county, for example,
about two out of three men reaching the age of 25 could enter farming, replacing men who die or retire. In Floyd, Pike, Martin, Knott
and other eastern counties not
more than a third of he men
reaching the age of 25 are needed
as replacements in agriculture.

YANKS FLY STARS AND STRIPES FROM CAPTURED SUB—With the American flag flying
from the conning tower, Yanks from the escort carrier Guadalcanal secure a tow line to the bow
of the captured German submarine 505 after its seizure near Cape Blanco in French West Africa
on Julie 4, 1944. (AP Wirephoto from navy)
Everybody Reads The Leader
-York Life Insurance Company will he 101 years
utile more than a year from nefoi. IFOr nearly a
it has met its every obligation. Buy your next
the New York Life.

ark Cunningham, Agent

"- DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

e County Registration Books are NOW OPEN, If you have never
*stered, please go to the County Court Clerk's Office in the Court
ase and register. If you HAVE MOVED from the precinct in which
u did reside, please go the County Court Clerk's Office and 13; transed to the precinct in which you now reside. You MUST DO THIS ON
BEFORE JUNE 5, 1945, to be able to vote in the August Primary,
don't delay; time is short. June 6 is the last date for registration.

P as
tyle in these

All over yenorful bands.

Ky. Farm News
More than 200 farmers in
Rockcastle county swapped work
with their neighbors in March.
Because Ky. No. 16 tobacco
averaged 197 pounds more per
acre than other varieties in
Owsley county, there has been
ON YOUR
a big demand for it this spring.
Mrs. Burl St. Clair of the Falls
of Rough Homemakers' Club in
Grayson county is following last
year's practice of canning poke,
when she put up 40 pints.
Hubert Chapman of Monroe
U you are steadily employed,
county reports that the applicayou may apply for a loan irom
us on lust your signature. No
tion of 100 pounds of borox to
endorsors or co-makers rs.,
five acres of thin alfalfa made
quirod. Prompt service. Other
it look like second-year growth.
loan plans available. Come in
To help prevent erosion in
or phone.
Breckinridge county, at least
2,000 acres of corn and tobacco
will be planted on the contour.
It is estimated that 10,000
acres of wheat will be made
unfit for harvest in Logan county by the Hessian fly and red
rust.
Finance Corp. of Ky.
Plans for a 1946 Kiwanis-4-H
Anna May Nesmith, manager
Club strawberry festival were
Princeton, Kentucky
made in Jackson county when
Tyner Kiwanians supplied 68
4-Hers with strawberry plants.
Homemakers in Anderson
county brought old-style dresses
up to date by changing necklines on more than 100 garments.
A Check-up shows that all
large tobacco yields in Taylor
county last 'year followed turned-under crops of crimson
clover, vetch or other crops.
Fruit crops in Elliott have
been damaged by approximately
75 percent by the frost.
Homemakers' clubs in Mason
county are working with other
county groups in supplying
sandwiches for service men passing through Maysville on trains.
402 South 3rd Street
When the flood prevented the
Paducah, Kentucky
shipment of milk, Mrs. L. E. McPhone 799
Intyre of the Hilltop Homemakers' Club in Fleming county
maple 12 pounds of cream shecse.
A contest to encourage higher
corn yields is being sponsored
by business men and farmers in
Rowan county.

"Here I've been going around
dreaming about getting a
new car as soon as the war's
won."

Under good conditions or bad, your Funk's
"G" Hybrid will produce more and better corn
for you. Under good conditions Funk's "G"
makes the most of the favorable factors to produce record yields.

"But I know better. It may be
2 or 3 years after victory
before Icon make that dream

If you have an unfavorable season, weatherproofed "G" Hybrids are real protection for
you. "Bred to beat the Elements," these famous
strains actually make some of their best records
when the "breaks" are against them.
So plant, with confidence, Funk's "G" Hy-

In the meantime, the Gulf
man is helping me to keep my
old car from being a nightmare. He says with Gulfpride*
and Gulflex" it can be kept
going until I get a new one."

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS WORLD-FAMOUS PAINTS

A flock of 52 White Leghorn
hens made a profit of $21.88 for
E. H. Lents of Marshall county,
each laying an average of 21
eggs in March.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SCREEN ENAMEL
Keep screens on the job,
looking like new with
this long-lasting enamel,
Won't clog mesh!

SHERWIN...WILLIAMS

S!!!!..LUSTRE
Ea
WWI

The number of Southern Bell-operated farm telephones in
Dixie was increased by more than four times from 1935 to 1942

kitchen,

beauty.
bathroom
or
walls —

"So now,I'm not worrying. By
giving it the best lubrication
I can buy, I expect to keep
on the road."

An oil that's TOUGH in
Capital letters... protects
against carbon and sludge,

when war interrupted our rural telephone expansion program.
Since 1942, vast amounts of communication equipment have
been and are still being manufactured for shipment to our fighting men, and we cannot resume our farm telephone expansion
until after manpower and material again become available.
In the meentliee, we are furthering our efforts so provide increased and improved post-war farm telephrie service through
our research work and experience gained In new methods of
construction, transmission and new developments in the art of

Southern Bell's post-war rural development program Is part
of the Bell System's one hundred million dollar program to
extend and improve farm telephone service of the future. And
every reasonable and practicable step is being taken to advance

FOR YOUR CHASSIS

wiLultFAS
SMSRVIIII• WILLIAMS SHERvIIN-TCOV3It
PORCH and DECK ISAoffeinei ID'
setMsct
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PAINT
01".. wooleeteef
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ENAMELOID 83c pt.; SEMI-LUSTRE $1.17 qt.; PORCH AND DECK PAINT $1.25 qt.

this program as rapidly as possible.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT HEADQUARTEFIS

Knocks out friction at up
to 39 vital chassis points!
Protection

V...
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e Given In
-Home Event
awards totalling $5,000,
other
00 increase over
will be given, winning
n Indiana
cky and Souther
tenant farmers and
omen in the eighth Home
Farm Improvement cam
it was announced yesterpublishy Mark Ethridge,
The Courier-Journal and
misville Times and gener!lager of Radio Station
con, which sponsor the
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400 Entries In
Daffodil Show
Mrs. Paul Fry, a member of
the Mulberry Homemakers' Club,
Shelby county, was sweepstakes
winner at the sixth annual daffodil show sponsored by the
homemakers' _clubs at the home
of Mrs. Ben Allen Thomas. More
than 400 entries were made in
14 classifications of blooms. The
winning variety was Madam
Waverin.

ners were Cecil D. Bell, Lexington, Fayette county, in the
men's division, and Mrs. Alvah
Wood, Providence, wome n's
division,
In commenting on this year's
campaign, Mr. Ethridge said,
"never before has improved
year grand prizes have agricultural production, increaslivincreased from six to ten. ed farm income and better
more imcky district prizes have ing conditions been
tripled, from nine to 27. portant to this area and the ob'omen's prizes, for both ject of this annual campaign is
progress
cky and Indiana, have to encourage such
years."
made the same as the men's throughout the coming
Farm questionnaries are now
be obtained
form of the contest is now available and can
-saving questionnaire, with by writing for either the men's
s form to The Home
te sets for men and for or women'
and
Improvement CamFarm
out
filled
be
must
and
n,
rnal,
eat to the two papers by paign, % The Courier-Jou
The Louisville Times, Radio
ht, November 15.
Z Ky.
ards will be 'arinouffeed no etation WHAS,
Additional information on the
than December 15, and
d from
prize winners will receive contest can be obtaine
demonstrachecks at the annual Home county agents, home
bureaus,
Farm Improvement Cam- tion agents, county farm
vocational agricultural teachers
luncheon, in Louisville.
t year's grand prize win- and farm security supervisors.

Western
*Auto

Associate
Store
Home Owned and Operated By
JOE P. WILCOX
Hiawatha Coleman, Mgr.

On Motor OW

QT. in your car or can
78c
GAL.—Bottle deposit & . .
Fed. Tax Paid. Any S.A.E.

Cites Danger In
High Priced Farm

Electric Brooder 0. K.
Au electric brooder built

ing. The total cost of 75
watts of electricity was
which Wilson told Farm
H. M. Williams was the
est way he knew to brood

kilo$2.88,
Agent
cheapchicks.

by
Robert Wilson of Owsley coun, at a cost of $3.58 and some
t)
scrip lumber, was so successful
Lexington—The first danger to that only three of 150 chicks
be avoided in buying a farm is were lost, two of them by mash- Everybody Reads The Leader
paying 'a larger amount than
long-term farm prices or farm in
come will support,' L. J. Hoing,
chief appraiser for the Federal
Land Bank of Louisville, warns.
He spoke at a farm appraisal
demonstration and clinic conducted under auspices of the department of farm economics at
the University of Kentucky's
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics to acquaint farm families and others with the fundamentals of farm land valuation.
'The value of the farm is limGIFTS
ited by its present and future
STATIONERY
income and therefore M buying
a farm or extending credit it is
WALLPAPER
essential to keep the amount of
the purchase price or the loan
within the amount of the long—German troops run from kicks and blows
BOOKS
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OFFICE SUPPLIES
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up
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Grossi, Associated Hoing warned.
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doses
ing lost. One ewe had quadrup- Magoifin county increased from
Army have commissions of major
only
or above, and 225 are servnig in
lets which she is raising. Farm 223 acres in 1943 to around 800
the Navy with ranks of lieutenAgent J. L. Miller is of the acres in 1944.
opinion that good pasture as well
ant commander or above, according to the report.
as heredity produced the good
record. The ewes had the range
of the bluegrass and korean

CORNET TES

Dawson Road News

oliNETTEN

FAMOUS DISCOVERY
acts fast on the kidneys

LAXATIVE?

For Sale!
157 acres, 2 mi. west of Princeton; includes
one, 6-room dwelling, 2 tenant houses, 3 barns,
2 wells and spring; hard road and electricity.
$14,700.

C. A. Woodall
Real Estate and Insurance Agency
Phone 54
West Main St.

Sula and Eliza Nall

25#

Ge

4-H Boy Makes Good

George
months after
Kalemqn, 14-yeqr old 4-icer in
McCracken county, carried home
in his arms a registered Duroc
pig from a neighbor's, it weighed 265 pounds and brought him
the county 4-H club pig championship. This year young Kaufman has 13 hogs in his project,
his gilt having farrowed 12 pigs.

BLACK-DRAUGHT

pasture.

Six

The Greensburg Rotary Club
is sponsoring a corn-growing
contest in Green county by of'n rizes.

. . NIGHT 'N' DAY

COUCHES

RUSTING

SOFA OPENS TO DOUBLE-SIZE BED
It would be difficult to find a more practical,
useful couch for your home. Well constructed.
Full spring filled. A couch by day and a full bed
at night. In a wide range of•fine coverings from
• which to make your selection. See these values!

Prito register to participate in the
Tuesday, June 5th, 1945, is the last day 4th., 1945.
mary Election to be held Saturday, August
the
before Novemberefith., 1945,
Persons who will become 21 years of age participate in the August Primary
and
r
date of the General Election, may registe
Election, August 4, 1945.
have lived
precinct in which they may now live.
Persons who have moved out of the
they
which
in
t
precinc
the
in
W hen they last voted, should re-register
names by marriage since last voting.
Women voters who have changed their
age; A resident of
voting; At least 21 years ofresiden
t of Caldwell
t Qualifications to register for
,
A
1945;
prior to August 4,
t of, the precinct
residon
A
l entuckY not less than 12 months
1945;
'
4.
uguest
A
County not less than 6 months prior to
not leas than 60 days prior to August 4, 1945.

STUDIO

Is YourS Roof

To The Voters of
Caldwell County
Persons who should register:

DAY 'N' NIGHT. .

Roofing is scarce now. Why not preserve
the material roofing you have bn your homes
and your barns?
We have a good variety of good "Roof
Paints." These will save your roofs and greatly

$69.95 to $98.50

prolong their Lives.

JORDAN FURNITURE COMPANY
(Incorporated)

Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers
County Court Clerk

Thursda , Ma

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Plot To
Assassinate Eisenhower

24,194

Headed

Woman Dies After
Attack By Dog

Vinson's Office
Making Plans For
Early V-J Day

KEVIL APARTMENT
HOUSE

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Announces the Appointment of

Surrender Soon Not
Expected But Possibility Brings Big

5 Complete Apartments
Hardwood Floors

Economic Problems
Washington -- The natio n's
economic high command—the
Office of War Mobilization and
Reconversion—is endeavoring to
lay out basic policies for V-J
Day. It wants to be ready in the
event Japan surrenders quickly.
Discussing of these economic
plans, which are now going on
In the quarters of Mobilizer Fred
Vinson, resemble a debate on
how to fall off a stepladder. The
thing can't be done gracefully.
Judge Vinson's experts calculate
Mrs. Doretta Linke (above),
that if the Asiatic war ends
within a few months of the 39. author-lecturer and defense
European fighting, before big plant worker, died 90 minutes
auto factories and others can be after she was attacted by nine
reconverted, unemployment in dogs in Miami, Fla. (AP WireAmerica will reach 10 million or photo)
12 million, about as high a figure
year. Society Honors Two
as in 1932, worst depression
Relief measures would then be
For 50 Years' Service
thrown in. The Vinson office beDrs. W. C. Haydon, W. L
neseccity
lieves an "immediate"
B. L. Keeney and Power
Cash,
of
would be to boost the rates
Wolfe attended a meeting of the
-Unemployment benefits. Quick
Four County Medico-Dental
public works projects—the road Society at Marion, Tuesday
utilized.
be
sort—would
mending
night. The meeting had been
The Government's motive, above planned in honor of Dr. T. A.
prevention of hunger, would be Frazer, Marion, and the late Dr.
to buy mass purchasing power
J. G. White, Cerulean, both havuntil restored civilian production ing completed 50 years of servof
burden
could take up the
ice as general practitioners of
employment. The policy would
medicine.
require heavy Government
as
much
as
not
"but
spending,
For variety, add a lash of
continued shooting at the Japs."
curry powder to French dressing.
early
This serious talk of an
end to all fighting is rather The economic high command
startling, for the generals and must plan for the worst, too,
admirals have just spent a long and for them—although they'll
winter nursing the contention welcome an end to bloodshed—
that it will take two years or so the economic worst would be a
to clean out the Far East. They nearly simultaneous termination
of course, must prepare for the of both halves of a global war.
Worst of all military possibilities.
(Wall Street Journal)

New Tires-New Tubes
GUARANTEED
RECAPPING-VULCANIZING
GRADE —A— RUBBER

Our Deep Tread RECAP are, Guaranteed

not

too PEEL OFF, AND TO GIVE YOU NEW TIRE
MILEAGE,

NEW FIRST QUALITY TIRES ALL SIZES.

Last Well Tire Rebuilders
BEESLEY BLDG.

211 N. HARRISON

PRINCETON, KY.

TEL. 559

If yours is an

Old Fashioned Mortgage

CHAMBERS-MOORE MOTORS

Stoker Furnace
Approx. 7 Acres

Princeton, Kentucky

One of the better built houses of Princeton — can
be continued as an apartment dwelling — or with ht.
tie expense can be converted into one of the nicest
houses in Princeton — Priced to Sell—

Phone 100

AS AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER IN PRINCETON
It is a genuine pleasure to welcome this new
dealership to the nation-wide family of Ford
dealers. This newest member of the Ford
dealer organization is well equipped to serve
the Ford owners of this community, and to
offer Ford Protective Service—which automatically provides your car with expert service
attention every thirty days. This periodic
Ford service will add immeasurably to the life
and smooth operation of your present car. It

is friendly, efficient and economical. Only
Authorized Ford Dealers offer it.
The Ford Motor Company has built,
through the years, more than 30,000,000 cars
and trucks. Today, millions of them are still
serving the vital transportation needs of the
country. One reason is the stamina and reliability which have been built into every Ford
product. Equally important is the excellent
service provided by Authorized Ford Dealers.

,Citvvited!
Note evieWoulicd4, service your Ford

facilities to
department, we
We are proud of our
our service
car or truck. Here, in
modern shop equipthe
mechanics,
keepwour car
have the skilled
Parts to help
ment and Genuine Ford economically for the duraand
see
operating efficiently
invited to come in and
tion. You are cordially
You'll find us a friendly
headquarters.
do
your new Ford
company with which to
organization ... a good
business.

Chambers-Moore Motors

JOHN E. YOUNG,Agt,

Lt. Col. Otto Skorzeny
(a b o v e), 35-year-old Austrian
hatchetman for Himmler, was
named as the driving force behind a winter plot to assassinate
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Skorzeny, who planned and carried out the kidnap-rescue of
Benito Mussolini, was believed
to have had the mission of killing the Supreme Allied Commander. The plot was disclosed
with the capture of Skorzeny by
.the- U.S. Seventh Army. (AP
._ •
.
Wirephoto.)

Princeton, Kentucky

ELDING!

Council Discusses
Postwar Plans

Ed Burgess

Department Of Com30,000,000

CARS

AND

TRUCKS

H4 VF

BEEN

itUILT

BY

merce Asks, Will Get,

FORD

Map Of City
Discussion of postwar projects
occupied much time at Monday's
weekly meeting of the City
Council, with plans for improving the water system with filtration and water softening
facilities, sealing the settling
basin, enlarging the sewer system, construction of hard surMore cover crops are being face driveways in Cedar Hill
turned under in Letcher county Cemetry end airport facilities
than in any other year, balbo coming up.
The U. S. Department of comrye, vetch and crimson clover
merce has asked the city to
being most popular.
furnish a map showing names
of all streets and built-up areas
outside the city limits. The map
will be prepared and forwarded
FOR SALE—Ky. Certified 103 to Washington, D. C., an official
Hybrid Seed Corn, 1 Oliver said.
Present were Councilmen
hayloader, used one season;
Dean Hill Farm, Fredonia, Ky. Blackburn, Hammonds, Lacey,
Morgan, Mrs. Quinn, Mayor Cash
Phone 42-J.
presiding.
FOR,SALE—One 23-jewel Waltham man's pocket watch. 516
Mrs. Otto Tucker of Barren
case. R. R. approved. Perfect county sold a total of $666.90
running condition. Call 156. It. worth of farm produce 'during
the past six months at the homeFor a modern and efficient job
of house painting and interior makers' market.

Is Now Connected
with

Road and Field Service
Phone 100

IN UNIFORMIN
Lieut. Edgar E. Bagshaw
Home From South Pacific
Lieut. Edgar Bagshaw, USN
arrived here Sunday for a 30day leave with his wife, the
former Mildred Pool, and little
son, John Earl, W. Main street.
Lieutenant Bagshaw is a communications officer, and has
been in service two years. He
has participated in the battles of
Iwo Jima, Leyte, Bonis and
Okinawa, and in the latter was
slightly wounded. Prior to entering service, he was an
engineering aide to the appraisal board of T. V. A.
• • •

enant Pettit has been serving
overseas in the European
theater and had completed his
missions. He recently received
the Purple Heart for slight
wounds received in action.
• • •

Pvt. Raleigh Young, Jr.
Here From Langley Field
Pvt. Raleigh E. Young, Jr.,
Langley Field, Va., is on furlough visiting his father, Raleigh
Young and Mrs. Young, Washington street.
• • •

I

Investigate our

A tillY

MAP

Bring

•

ficient service

Electric and Acetylene Welding a Specialty.

R. B. WILLIAMS,

CORNICK OIL CO.

FREE: If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Ugga, at Daw23-25tp
son Drug Store.
FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant see—I. E. or K.
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
or 5204.

CANNING SUPPLIES!
2 gallon Mason Jars, Tops,
1
At your RED FRONT STORES, including pint, quart, /
Lids, Rubbers, Sealing Wax, Certo, Jell am, Jels Rite, Jiffy Jell, Brown Sugars,
Extracts, Canning Acids, Spices and etc. More for your Money all the time.
Marshmallow

bulk lb.

PUFF CAKES

23(

... Here you deal throughout with local people who
know and understand your local problems.

(
bulk lb. 15

COCOA BARS

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Tel. 41I-W

Henrietta Bldg.

(
can 13

Johnston Homogenized

Valley Lea Evaporated (cone better)
3 tall cans 21(

MILK

2
1
No. 2/

PUMPKIN

PEANUT BUTTER

16 oz.

jar

24

Webster's Fancy
Exchange Brand California
No. 2 can
ORANGE JUICE
delicious unsweetened

23c

No. 2 can 1

Tin Plate one piece

(
Doz. 15

JAR TOPS

Sun Maid Seedless
(
15 oz. pkg. 15

RAISINS

TOMATO JUICE

White unexcelled for hot buscuits

VELVET FLOUR 25 lb. bag

$1,14

Ladies Choice Pure

PEACH PRESERVES 1 lb. jar
Craeken Good
SODA CRACKERS

Maxine
TOILET SOAP

3

p,tz
sanbrite fights i
greaS/ dirt

cakes 14

Heins Cream of

r1..,obro.

can 11(

TOMATO SOUP

3

ways/

Penn Champ Window
8

CLEANER

2 lb. pkg.

3 cans 15¢

oz. btl.

ISNIk

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

V9/

$1, $1.75

11.25.12

LETTUCE

Hopkinsville
14.44.4
.
,1000
11101ill
4170::;.1;.
ali
iri
qi

BOTANY LANOLIN...Dry
skin takes its exit cv:from the
regular usa of thusfins beauty
olds. txtra rich In lanolin, the
wonder Ingredient that helps to

•. .

mairtain the oil balance so essential bra lovely Complexion.

... HERE IS A GOOD PLACE TO BUY YOUR EXTRA BONDS.

•

(
No. 2 can 11

GREEN BEANS
Preferred Brand

Marshmallow

Crisp solid head

... Here interest rates are reasonable, in keeping with
modern up-to-date mortgage loan plans.

Value Cut Stringless

1141110

... Here your mortgage never Comes due, never needs
renewing
... Here each month principal is regularly reduced,
saving you interest, bringing you a debt-free ownership.

your repairs to us for the most ef-

Fred Talley Here

BLUE NETWORK ... EVERY MONDAY

Streamlined Mortgage
Plan!

CORNICK OR. CO.

CLASSIFIED ADS

decorating, see J. D. Smith,
ltp.
911 Hawthorne St.
Fred Talley, USN, is on furlough visiting relatives here.
1937
torcycle;
FOR
SALE---Mo
• • •
Indian Chief. 74 running thing.
Pfc. Barney Linton Now
Frank McElroy Home
it.
Phone 64.
In Georgia Hospital
on
is
USN,
„Frank McElroy,
Pfc. Barney Linton, who re- furlough visiting his parents, Mr.
1936
Chevroor
1935
WANTED:
cently returned from the and Mrs. Charles McElroy, Frelet or Pontiac. R. B. Williams,
European theater of war, is donia.
It
Cornick Oil Co.
stationed at Finney General
Hospital, Thomasville, Ga., his
WANTED: Truck driver and
parents, Dr. and F. T. Linton, Livestock Market
dock hand. Merchants Service
Sales on the Princeton Live2tc
have been advised.
Line. Apply in person.
stock Market Monday were
• • •
steady with a week ago, it was STOP at Princeton Auto Sales,
Major Hugh S. Skees
Washington St. We have a
reported by Dugan Ordway,
Visiting Family Here
reconditioned Model-A motor
Major Hugh Shelby Skees, Ft. manager. Total sold was 859
It
for sale.
Hayes, Columbus, O., is on a head. Baby beeves topped at $14;
$14.hogs,
and
$16.70
veals,
1
No.
ten-day leave visiting his family,
FOR SALE: One Delco light
45. All fat hogs, 120 pounds and
N. Seminary street.
plant, complete; also, one pair
There
prices.
• • •
up, sold at ceiling
of black horses, 4 and 6 years
was not enough good fat cattle
Lieut. Gresham Pettit
old, weighing about 1,500
to supply demand.
Here On 30-Day Leave
pounds each, well broke. Joe
2tp
Lieut. Gresham Pettit, Army
H. Darnell, Cedar Bluff.
About 8,400 Blakemore strawAir Corps, is on a 30-day leave,
, 9sniffing his wife and two chil- berry plants have been placed FOR SALE: Combination
tube R. C. A. Radio and Vicdren and parents, Mr. and Mrs. with 4-H club members and
trola with DO or 100 records in
Gayle Pettit, Cadiz Road. Lieut- adults in McCreary county.
first class condition. Phone
ltp
275.
LISTEN TO LISA SERGIO .

Land.

9
ne

GOLDNAMER'S
oftWoMmli Fhwid Dmosimad some

5 doz.

Small and tender

size

(
each 10

Delicious run ripened
TOMATOES

lb.

Long green
CUCUMBERS

lb.

25(

121g

California Sun Kissed

icarson

W

for

omen's
ear

exclusively yours
AINIMPRIIIPS

LEMONS

lb. 11:)f

YELLOW SQUASH
Mild and sweet
WHITE TEXAS ONIONS

NEW POTATOES

size
CELERY

lb.

81(

5 lbs. 29(

Jumbo

lb. ilk

More for your Money all the time.

R

II

11 11

stalkiN

H11 111,110 ' 1 111
11 , 111 '
'

RED FRONT
CASH Sr CARRY STORES

